Temporal consistencies in two champion teams of European football?
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Abstract. The main objective of the work was to analyze the performance carried out by competitive football teams in their respective regular leagues during the 2015-16 season. All matches played by Leicester F.C. as a representative of the Premier League (n = 38) were considered, while Barcelona F.C. was the team representing La Liga (n = 38). Intra and inter championship monitoring of these champion teams was carried out taking into account seven variables: team, location, quality, warnings, changes of players, goals, and final result. The data matrices were constructed and analyzed using variables temporal reference through the Theme data reduction technique (Magnusson, 2000). From the analysis of the specificity of soccer success in two of the best European championships, formulas that are difficult to detect through a superficial look were extracted. Paying attention to the records’ context of appearance justifies a vision braided through a temporality thread. This work’s findings can be used by sports managers in their long-term planning, while in the short and medium-term coaches can also take advantage of them. Optimizing high-level sports performance requires new analytical perspectives to understand how success arises in football.
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Introduction

Studying performance requires the identification of variables with a real impact on the result. Football is a cooperation-opposition sport (Parlebas, 2001), spatially invasive (Fernández-Rio, & Mendoza-Giménez, in which 22 players grouped in two teams of 11 players dispute the possession of the ball in order to introduce it in the rival goal. Scoring more goals than the opponent to win a match hides implies great decision complexity due to the emergence of unexpected effects, approachable from a systemic adaptation and collective intelligence perspective. The players’ ability to synchronize their actions against the opposing team, taking motor decisions at a dizzying pace, can help to determine on which facets rests sports performance in football.

In male basketball several performance indicators were used, such as the type of defense, transitions, defensive changes, aids, inside passes, opposition to pitches and points received, distinguishing winning and non-winning teams, while as their effectiveness (Alvarez, Ortega, Gómez, & Salado, 2009), where female basketball contrasted the importance of playing as a local linked to a higher number of rebounds, two-point pitches, number of assists and steals. In contrast, winning team outnumbered in three and free throws non-winning teams (Gómez, Lorenzo, Ortega, & Olmedilla, 2007). Following a proposal that studied performance in baseball (Courmaye, & Cheitadari, 1991) it was proposed the analysis of performance in soccer with indicators associated with the result and procedures followed by teams (Castellano, & Casamichana, 2016), such as playing time, offense of finalization, game model, physical indicator and space use, which were in turn shattered into more precise indicators. Also, the fundamental skill execution, scoring and final results of the game were applied to study attack actions in soccer (Cavalera, Diana, Elia, Jonsson, Zurloni, & Anguena, 2015). On the other hand, the physical requirements of soccer players in La Liga (Castellano, Blanco-Villaseñor, & Alvarez, 2011) and the Premier League (Bradley, Sheldon, Wooster, Olsen, Bonnas, & Krustup, 2009) were also analyzed.

Knowing the models of success offered by the different leagues of the continent could be useful to complete the interpretive circle around factor interaction models (Pollard, & Pollard, 2005). Examining the findings related to the advantage of playing at home (HA) from the present, in light of the previous advances (Pollard, 1986), confers on it a diachronic character due to the habilitation of the temporal perspective. In individual sports HA has been found in judo (Gayton, & Langevin, 1992) or wrestling matches (Krumer, 2017) showing the positive influence of HA for both genders. It was also interesting to face opponents of lower quality to increase the probability of winning. In collective sports, the favorable effect of the local role was also contrasted (Jamiesson, 2010). Cricket (Morley, & Thomas, 2005), basketball (García, Saéz, Ibáñez, Parejo, & Cañadas, 2009), volleyball (Marcelino, Mesquita, Palao, & Sampao, 2009), rugby (Gómez, Pollard, & Luis-Pascual, 2011) or handball (Pollard, & Gómez, 2012) are examples of similar effects.

The existence of HA in soccer was also contrasted, with values of HA around 62% (Clarke, & Norman, 1995) or 69% (Corney, & Carron, 1992). HA studies in England reached values of 64% (Pollard, 1986) and 62% (Pollard, 2006). During 6 seasons of regular league 2006-2012 with HA of 61.12% in the Premier League (PL), while in La Liga 61.66% percentages were reached (Pollard, & Gómez, 2014) although in a previous study reached values of 60.20% (Gómez, Pollard, & Luis-Pascual, 2011). More molecular records showed different abilities to recover the ball depending on the outcome, space and location of the match (Gómez, Gómez-López, Lago, & Sampao, 2012).

Minor HA was found by examining the location of teams when switching to a new stadium as local (Pollard, 2002). In European two-legged tie competitions (Page, & Page, 2007) HA was also found when being local during the second match of double-qualifying matches, specifically in the knockout round of eighth of the Copa del Rey (Pic, & Castellano, 2017). However, these effects disappeared in subsequent qualifying rounds of the same championship, coinciding with previous studies (Pic, & Castellano, 2016). An even greater proportion of teams were classified to play the last phase of the UEFA Champions League championship or Copa del Rey when playing as visitors, which directly refers to consider a possible HA reverse effect, as evidenced by studies in hockey (Wright, & Voger, 1995) or golf (Wright, & Jackson, 1991).
The proximity of the public to the field of play was also consistent, being recorded the increase of warnings and expulsions on the visiting team in the Champions League and in the La Liga (Buraimo, Forrest & Simmons, 2010). For this purpose, previously tried and tested procedures (Buraimo, Forrest & Simmons, 2010) were used in the German championship and in the Premier League (Boyko, Boyko, & Boyko, 2007), with similar results.

The quality of the teams (Ornić, Vuleta, & Milanović, 2006; Lago-Peñas, & Lago-Ballesteros, 2011) was consistent with waterpolo (Gómez, de la Serna, Lupo, & Sampaio, 2016). The higher quality teams were more effective in handball when recovering balls, and when performing assists and counterattacks (Gómez, Lago-Peñas, Viaño, & González-García, 2014). In soccer, the disappearance of effects on HA in double-match eliminations was supported by the inclusion of the quality of teams (Eugster, Gertheiss, & Kaiser, 2010), when effects on quality were contrasted, and their interaction with location (Bray, Law, & Foyle, 2003). Dominating possession of the ball rested on higher quality teams (Lago, 2009), distinguishing teams that used interceptions or tackles (Almeida, Ferreira, & Volossovich 2014). The superior teams showed more patterns of play regardless of the evolution of the score (Lago-Peñas, & Dellal, 2010). Through different indicators, three levels of quality of soccer teams were justified through k-cluster analysis (Liu, Yì, Giménez, Gómez, & Lago-Peñas, 2015).

There are few research contributions in soccer (Buraimo, Simmons, & Maciaszczyk, 2012; Buraimo, Forrest, & Simmons, 2010) that include time to tackle success. The inclusion of a temporal dimension (Cavalera et al., 2015) could offer an enriching vision of a successful outcome. A viable alternative is the approach of the data reduction technique (Magnusson, 2005), widely used from an observational methodology (Anguera, & Hernández-Mendo, 2014; Anguera, & Hernández-Mendo, 2016). Through the technique of analysis Theme (2005), the identification of T-patterns was performed. That is, the selection of events occurring in a defined order and with a specific time interval, scarcely variable. Its applications to different sport disciplines such as soccer field effectiveness (Lapresa, Camerino, Cabedo, Anguera, Jonsson, & Arana, 2015), boxing or swimming among others (Jonsson et al., 2010) have been firmly demonstrated in contexts of ecological practice (Balagué, Torrents, Hristovski, & Kelso, 2017; Anguera, & Hernández-Mendo, 2016). Unveiling the temporal structure in soccer (Borrie, Jonsson, & Magnusson, 2002) brings a vision in syntony with the situational specificity (Gómez, Lago, & Pollard, 2013; Caballero, García-Rubio, & Ibáñez, 2017) of soccer to find out the game model of F.C. Barcelona (Camerino, Chaverrí, Anguera, & Jonsson, 2012). More T-patterns were found in the second parts than in the first ones in matches of the Italian League A (Cavalera et al., 2015). Recently (Amatria, Lapresa, Arana, Anguera, & Jonsson, 2017) it was found that 7 and 8 year old players had difficulty making one-touch plays in soccer 7 and soccer 8 respectively, but it is concluded that both participation models were adequate for these ages. This comparative does not take into account the country or league, but the subject of investigation has been revealing how the game is played in different European leagues. While the Premier League is associated with a direct game model, a form of play based on possession of the ball was attributed to the Spanish League (Sarmento, Pereira, Matos, Campaniço, Anguera, & Leitão, 2013). The Premier League is one of the most physically demanding ones (Dellal et al., 2011), with fewer passes than in the Italian A Series (Rampinini, Impellizzeri, Castagna, Coutts, & Wisloff, 2009) and more long passes than in the Spanish league (Barnes, Archer, Hogg, Bush, & Bradley, 2014). Therefore, the existence of evidences that prove the specificity in two of the league (Veroz, Yagüe, & Tabernero, 2015) championships more competitive at the moment are the Premier League and La Liga. Therefore, there is evidence that proves specificity in different championships. For all of the above, the main objective of the study was to reveal the emergence of temporal and behavioral regularities, according to the concept of HA and quality of the teams in both championships.

Method

Participants

For the study 2 teams were selected, both of them regular league champions in their respective countries, specifically during the 2015-16 season. Leicester F.C was selected from the Premier League, in the English championship, while Barcelona F.C. represented La Liga. 76 football matches were selected, 38 of which corresponded to each of the study teams.

Variables codification

The variables used were 1) team (a) Leicester F.C. (l), (b) Barcelona F.C. (b) and c) team (x), opponent of the previous teams. Second, for criterion 2) location, was divided between a) home (h) when Barcelona F.C. or Leicester F.C. played at home, and b) away (a) when Barcelona F.C. or Leicester F.C. played outside their own stadium. On the other hand, 3) the quality of the rival teams, was operationalized through 4 levels of competition competence; a) corresponded to teams among the top 5 ranked, b) teams ranked 6 to 10 (mq), c) between 11-15 (mmq), d) the last 5 ranked (aq). 4) admissions; a) yellow card, b) red card (r); changes made by the coaches were recorded using variable 5) a) replacements made (c); the goals scored by the teams constitute variable 6) which considers, a) goals scored (g) and b) penalty goals (gp).

Finally, the variable 7) match score; a) when the team scores more goals than its rival and wins (w), b) tie (d), while c) lose (l).

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria, categories and coding in parentheses for each record</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Procedure

Data were taken from the official pages of the spanish (www.laliga.es) and english (www.premierleague.com) leagues, and they were later checked with the national and international sections in BdFutbol (www.bdfutbol.com). Once the data relating to each champion team were available, the time of the records was unified according to the championship. Day one preceded day two and so on until the last day, so that a team scored a goal in the 90th minute of the first match, it would remain intact in the final data matrix. However, the same goal scored during the second match would have obtained a registration time in minute 180. In this way, it was possible to obtain an inter and intra championship temporal vision. This procedure of preparation of the data for the analyzes, was applied in an identical way to both teams.

Data analysis

For the analysis, the Theme technique was used (Magnusson, 2005). Its application is common in a variety of social interaction contexts, but it is in the field of motor interaction (Parlebas, 2001) with recent examples in basketball (Pic, 2017) or football (Cavalera et al., 2015) among others, where similarities with the presented analyzes can be seen. According to Magnusson (2000, p. 94), what is, if A is an earlier and B a later component of the same recurring temporal pattern then after an occurrence of A at t, there is an interval [t+d1, t+d2] (d2 > d1) that tends to contain at least one occurrence of B more often than would be expected by chance. Theme is an analysis technique that contemplates the temporal dimension of the registers realized. This way, Theme responds to the what and when of the records, inextricably. In order to perform the search for T-patterns, we started with restrictions of significance levels (p <.005), determining the minimum number for T-Patterns selection in 3.

Results

Table 2 shows the temporal distribution of carried out events, using...
the criteria included in the registration system in both championships. It was shown that, while in the Premier League 2457 T-patterns were found, 681 of these were carried out by different T-patterns, and in La Liga 6228 T-patterns were found, 1830 of which with different T-patterns. The two lower images in table 2 verified the existence of similarities between La Liga and the Premier League in relation to the emergence of T-patterns.

Some similarities between the championships were found when checking Q2 and Q3. In the Spanish championship, there were T-patterns in Q2 as local, and in Q3 as visitors. This did not distinguish La Liga and the Premier League, but offered a meeting point between the development of both championships. Also, no T-patterns were found when playing as local and playing against the best teams Q1 in the English or Spanish championships, although partially. In the Premier League T-patterns were found under the away role against Q1, which did not happen in the Spanish championship. This was a remarkable difference, as it was evident that Barcelona F.C. showed T-patterns whenever they played against weak opponents Q4, i.e. under local and visitor conditions. However, they did not show T-patterns when playing against high-quality teams Q1 under the same previous conditions of local and visitor.

Table 4 and table 5 showed the ordering of the registrations that emerged in both championships by conducting a victory search, to determine in what conditions the success of the champion team with the highest temporal recurrence occurred. Table 3 showed that in the Premier League many T-patterns (82 pattoccs) were found when Leicester F.C. played away from his stadium against high-quality rivals Q1 while in La Liga, playing Barcelona F.C. as local against lower quality teams Q2, there were more T-patterns (311 pattoccs). It should be remembered that, while variables such as quality remained unchanged at least during a match, variables such as goals or cards were changing events for each match instead.

Also as visitors, there were differences favorable to the Spanish league regarding the Premier League. In the Premier League, 109 T-patterns were shown, whereas in the Spanish League these proportions were obtained four times with 445. T-patterns were also different, with 34 for the Premier League and 125 for the Spanish League. An appreciation that should not be overlooked is related to an intra-championship comparison. In the Premier League, more T-patterns were obtained, different when playing under the condition of visitor than when doing it as local (68 local T-patterns - 109 away T-patterns = 41 T-patterns, also found in relation to different T-patterns with 14 T-patterns favorable to visitor. However, in the Spanish championship, there were more T-patterns and different favorable T-patterns through the local condition, i.e. in Barcelona F.C. there were greater regularities when playing as a local than when doing it as a visitor. The highest number of T-patterns were identified in the Premier League when Leicester F.C. played against high-quality teams Q1 with the away condition, while in La Liga they were found when Barcelona F.C. played as a home team against quality teams Q2.

By including location and teams quality (Table 3), differences between La Liga and the Premier League were verified. In the Premier League 56 t-patterns and 16 different T-patterns were found, playing at home against quality teams between 6th and 10th classified Q2, but these values were reduced when playing against teams between 16th and 20th Q4 with 12 T-patterns and 4 different T-patterns. T-patterns were not found when examining the quality Q1 or Q3 as locals instead, in the same championship as visitors, no T-patterns were found through qualities Q2 and Q3. The T-patterns were found playing against quality teams between the 1st and 5th ranked Q1 and Q3, i.e. against teams between 11th and 15th.
It was found that high-quality rivals (x) teams of Leicester F.C. made temporary structured changes (c) reflecting the first set of dendrogram events (a,x,s,c) in table 4. A relationship with the response offered by Leicester FC, by activating the making of changes when playing as local (h,x,s,c) was also found. The referees showed yellow cards to Leicester FC: playing as a local (h, l, s, and), which implied that, on the one hand, the visiting rivals of Barcelona F.C. made changes (a,x,s,c) and, on the other hand, Leicester F.C. responded equally as local (h, l, s, c). Changes made by Leicester F.C. as a visitor (a,l,x,s,c) were reproduced by the rivals but as local (h,x,s,c). However, this differed when Barcelona F.C. was a visitor and scored a goal (a,l,s,g), to which the rival teams made changes (c) being local (h,x,s,c).

In the case of table 5, in La Liga (Barcelona F.C.) when medium-quality rivals Q3 scored a goal at home (h,x,mq,g) Barcelona F.C., playing away, obtained yellow cards (a,b,mq,y), activating the making of changes (a,b,mq,c) that was repeated again. On the other hand, it was also found that when visiting rivals Q2 of Barcelona F.C. made changes (a,x,mq,c) Barcelona managed to score against teams with the same quality.

As it happened with Leicester F.C., local changes (h,b,mq,c) were followed by more changes made by the opponent (a,x,mq,c) and the achievement of goals by Barcelona F.C. The last three behavior groups activated the rival of Barcelona F.C. getting yellow cards (a,x,mq,y). Finally, an intra-team T-pattern showed that the yellow cards against Barcelona F.C. activated the appearance of the local victory of Barcelona F.C. against teams with the same quality Q2.

Discussion and Conclusions

Among the findings of the present study, the identification of a hidden order in the identification of events in two of the best regular league football championships was the main reason for this study. We used a previously employed analysis technique (Magnusson, 2005), using approaches from an observational methodology (Anguera, & Hernández-Mendo, 2014, Anguera, & Hernández-Mendo, 2016) and fencing studies (Tarragó, Iglesias, Michavila, Chaverri, Ruiz-Sanchis, & Anguera, 2015) or specific for soccer (Borrine et al., 2002) among others.

The number of goals scored by the teams (Armatas, Yiannakos, & Sileloglou, 2007) according to location could enrich the discussion of the results. While Barcelona F.C. scored an average of 3.56 goals per game at home, the opposing teams scored only 0.74 goals against Barcelona F.C. at home. The goal could trigger decisions by coaches (Del Corral, Pestana-Barros, & Prieto-Rodriguez, 2008) such as making substitutions (Myers, 2012) to give players rest. This data changed in Leicester F.C. with 1.84 goals in favor at home and 0.95 goals per game scored by rivals at the English champion’s home. When comparing both teams as visitors, Barcelona F.C. scored an average of 2.37 goals per game away of their stadium but the rivals got as local 0.79 against visiting Barcelona F.C. On the side of Leicester F.C., values of 1.74 goals were reached as local, while they received 0.95 goals as a visitor. Although information on the effectiveness (Lapresa et al., 2015) of the teams was not offered, the goal could hide a lot of information to characterize both regular league championships. In the UEFA Champions League, it was shown that losing leads led coaches to make offensive changes (Rey, Lago-Retos, número 34, 2018 (2º semestre)

points, followed by Real Madrid with 90 points and Atlético de Madrid with 88 points. In the Premier League, Leicester F.C. finished the championship with 81 points, while Arsenal F.C. and Tottenham F.C., got 71 and 70 points, respectively. When comparing both championships (Sarmento et al., 2013), in the top three, there was more competitiveness in the Spanish championship than in the English one. The 10 points difference between Leicester F.C. and the second classified helped to reinforce this previous idea, as would also be worth considering that there was only a 3-point difference between the first and third classified in the Spanish championship. It would be relevant to note the differences found in both championships between the first classified and the fifth, which were 29 points in the Spanish championship and 15 points in the English on. In the same order, from the first classified to the tenth place there were 46 points and 31 points differences respectively, for Barcelona F.C. and Leicester F.C. From the first to the fifteenth position it was 49 and 31 points, while in the twentieth position there were the biggest differences with 59 points in the Spanish League and 64 in the Premier League.

It is likely that equality in quality among teams warned of the great difficulty in taking the initiative in the game (Lago-Peñas, & Della, 2010) or imposing a strategic plan, with its associated events in the form of goals, etc. This could be one reason why T-patterns were not found in Barcelona F.C. against high-quality teams Q1. This fact was confirmed, although only partly in the English team, since the T-patterns were found when playing as visitor against high-quality teams Q1. Leicester F.C. could act with a more defined plan for the HA phenomenon (Pollard, 2006). Although, in the past, greater statistical significance was found around HA (Corney, & Carron, 1992), the effects have now slowed. In fact, inverse HA was identified in hockey (Wright, & Vogel, 1995) and golf (Wright & Jackson, 1991). The fact of having found higher HA in the Spanish (Saavedra, Gutiérrez, Fernández, & Sa, 2015) championship than in the English Premier League between 2006-12 (Pollard, & Gómez, 2014) could explain some of the T-patterns found when Barcelona F.C. played as local.

Double-match football (Page, & Page, 2007) also showed trends that pointed to a certain reverse HA in the semi-finals of the Champions League (Pic, & Castellano, 2016) or Copa del Rey (Pic, & Castellano, 2017). Thus, at least in this sense, it does not seem unusual to identify temporary regularities when playing as a visitor in English and Spanish football. It would be a mistake to identify the recurrence of events with sports performance but, in the case of Barcelona F.C., the identification of T-patterns as a visitor emerged exclusively against lower-quality teams Q3 and Q4. The quality of the rival certainly facilitated this identification of T-patterns and, on the other hand, teams with a defined game model could show it with less difficulty against weak opponents.

Among the limitations and future applications, the increase in the number of variables included for the analysis could be one of them. On the other hand, control of the quality of the teams (Leicester F.C. and Barcelona F.C.) was another reason, since it was decided not to control the quality of the teams representing each championship because they won the championship, and perhaps including the quality of these teams would have made it difficult to find T-patterns. In any case, both teams remained in their respective ranking in Q1, except for a match in which the Leicester F.C. descended. Although football performance still requires further advancement in data analysis, inclusion of other dimensions could be a priority.

From the identification of temporal regularities using a selection of variables, applications for high performance could be derived. Each championship, through its respective champion team, responded with the activation of certain T-patterns (Magnusson, 1996; Jonsson et al., 2010), which can be used by coaches to plan long-term seasons, but also condition training. Temporary regularity is a rather unknown concept, but it can provide a different and enriching vision that makes it easier for coaches to fulfill their pretensions to optimize complex collective performance.

To conclude, these and other singularities from both soccer championships, were identified by using Thème as a technique for data
reduction. Thus, to overcome a random glance is the beginning of a detection of indicators (Hughes, & Bartlett, 2002) that help to concretize formulas of specificity in performance. This was the biggest task, forging a tangible image of the success in high performance football in two of the best known football championships.
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